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V I R G I N I A C O M M O N W E A L T H U N I V E R S I T Y

This webinar presentation, including the slides, is not designed or intended as legal advice
or counsel nor is it intended to create an attorney-client relationship.



HOWHOW--TO and QUESTIONSTO and QUESTIONS
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You can submit questions in writing at
all times by using the Question andQuestion and
AnswerAnswer tab of the webinar’s Dashboard

To minimize or expand the Control Panel, simply click on this button

AnswerAnswer tab of the webinar’s Dashboard
or Control Panel.

Please note that the answers, however,
will be provided at the end of the
presentation, during the Q&A session
(as time will permit).



THE FACTSTHE FACTS

Gilmore, et al. v. Finn, et al. (259 Va. 448)
Supreme Court of Virginia (March 3, 2000)

Hugh Finn was injured in a car accident in 1995

He suffered severe brain damage and required
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He suffered severe brain damage and required
nursing home care

He required the administration of artificial nutrition
and hydration

He was diagnosed as being in a Persistent Vegetative
State



THE ARGUMENTTHE ARGUMENT

MICHELE FINN (Hugh Finn’s Wife):

 Hugh Finn would not want to be kept
alive through artificial means if there
was no reasonable possibility that he
would recover from the persistent
vegetative state.
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THE GOVENOR:

• A person in a persistent vegetative state
is not in the “natural process of dying.”

• Hugh Finn is not in a persistent
vegetative state.

• Hugh Finn is dependent on the artificialvegetative state.

 According to the Virginia Health Care
Decisions Act, as Hugh Finn’s spouse,
she has a right to withdraw the
artificial nutrition and hydration.

• Hugh Finn is dependent on the artificial
nutrition and hydration for survival and
therefore, removing it will initiate the
process of dying through starvation
and/or dehydration.

• The Virginia Health Care Decisions Act
does not authorize the removal of Mr.
Finn’s artificial nutrition or hydration
because doing so would constitute
mercy killing or euthanasia which is
expressly prohibited by the Act.



THE CODETHE CODE

Michele Finn is required to make “a good faith effort

to ascertain the risks and benefits of and

alternatives to the treatment and the religious
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alternatives to the treatment and the religious

beliefs and basic values of the patient receiving

treatment” before she withholds or withdraws life-

prolonging procedures. (§ 54.1-2986)



THE DECISIONTHE DECISION

 The trial court found that Michele Finn met her burden of weighing the
risks and benefits and determining what her husband would have wanted
based on his value system and his religious beliefs. The Supreme Court
of Virginia then held that “withholding and/or withdrawal of artificial
nutrition and hydration from…a person in a persistent vegetative state
merely permits the natural process of dying and is not mercy killing or
euthanasia within the meaning of Code § 54.1-2990.”
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euthanasia within the meaning of Code § 54.1-2990.”

 Va. Code § 54.1-2990: “Nothing in this article shall be construed to
condone, authorize or approve mercy killing or euthanasia, or to permit
any affirmative or deliberate act or omission to end life other than to
permit the natural dying process.”

 Hugh Finn subsequently died after the artificial nutrition and hydration
was removed.



An advance medical directive is the general
term for any statement made by a competent

ADVANCE MEDICALADVANCE MEDICAL
DIRECTIVESDIRECTIVES
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term for any statement made by a competent
individual that appoints a decision maker to

make medical decisions on their behalf , i f they
are determined to be incapacitated, and lists
the individual ’s treatment preferences if the

time comes when they cannot speak for
themselves.



AMDAMD –– THREE INTEGRALTHREE INTEGRAL
COMPONENTSCOMPONENTS

I II III
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Durable
Power of

Attorney for
Healthcare
Decisions

Living Will Organ
Donation/

Comfort Care/
Autopsy



DECLARANTDECLARANT

AGENTAGENT

I

Durable
Power of

Attorney for
Healthcare
Decisions
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AGENTAGENT

*This agent should not be confused
with the agent you appoint under a
durable power of attorney.
A durable power of attorney does not
allow your agent to make medical
decisions on your behalf.



DECISIONAL CAPACITY: decision used to
determine whether a patient has capacity to make
medical decisions on their behalf .

DETERMINING CAPACITYDETERMINING CAPACITY
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medical decisions on their behalf .

This requires:

• Possession of a set of values and goals;

• The abil i ty to communicate and to understand
information; and

• The abil i ty to reason and to del iberate about
one’s choices.
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Living Will allows you to determine what
life-prolonging procedures* you would like
administered when you are determined to
have a terminal condition or are in a
persistent vegetative state and are
unable to communicate your wishes.

Life-prolonging procedures = treatments that are

II

Living Will
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Life-prolonging procedures = treatments that are
designed to prolong the patient’s life when it has
been determined that the patient will not recover
and that their death is imminent or they are in a
persistent vegetative state.



The Living Will wil l
only come into effect

Durable Power of Attorney forDurable Power of Attorney for
Healthcare v. Living WillHealthcare v. Living Will

The Durable Power of
Attorney for Healthcare
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only come into effect
after a physician has
diagnosed the patient
with a terminal i l lness
or to be in a persistent
vegetat ive state.

Attorney for Healthcare
Decisions allows the agent
you appoint to make decisions
for you when you are
incapacitated, but not
necessarily terminally ill or in
a persistent vegetative state.



The third component of the
advance directive allows an
individual to make decisions
about organ donation, comfort
care, and autopsies.

III

Organ
Donation/

Comfort Care/
Autopsy
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EXECUTING ANEXECUTING AN
ADVANCE MEDICAL DIRECTIVEADVANCE MEDICAL DIRECTIVE

Choosing anChoosing an
AgentAgent

Legal FormalitiesLegal Formalities
-- WitnessesWitnesses
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Advance HealthAdvance Health
Directive RegistryDirective Registry

and Living Willand Living Will
RegistryRegistry

Oral AdvanceOral Advance
DirectivesDirectives



REVOKING AN ADVANCE MEDICALREVOKING AN ADVANCE MEDICAL
DIRECTIVEDIRECTIVE

An advance medical directive can be revoked by an individual
in any way one of the following ways:

 Signing and dating a written revocation;

 By physical cancellation or destruction of the document by
the individual who executed it or by another person in
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the individual who executed it or by another person in
their presence and at their direction; or

 By orally revoking the document. The revocation only
becomes effective, however, when you notify your
physician of the revocation.



WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANWHAT HAPPENS IF YOU DO NOT HAVE AN
AMD AND YOU BECOME INCAPACITATED?AMD AND YOU BECOME INCAPACITATED?

If it is determined by a physician that you are incapable of
making an informed decision regarding your medical
treatment and you have not executed an AMD or you have
only executed a living will and the living will does not include
your wishes with regard to the specific course of treatment,
the Virginia code provides for a list of individuals who will be
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the Virginia code provides for a list of individuals who will be
able to make medical decisions for you in order of priority.
 Guardian appointed by the court;
 Patient’s spouse;
 Adult child;
 Parents;
 Adult brothers and sisters; or
 Any other relative of the patient in the descending order of blood

relationship.



• Virginia wil l recognize an AMD that was
executed in another state as long as the AMD

Other Issues:Other Issues:
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executed in another state as long as the AMD
fol lows Virginia ’s laws or the laws of the state
where it was executed.

• Limits on agent ’s power



ImportantImportant
DraftingDrafting
Tips:Tips:

• If your AMD does not have the appropriate HIPPA
language, you will need to execute a new AMD
that contains such language otherwise your agent
may not have access to your medical records.

• Have a conversation with your agent about your
wishes.

• Give a copy to your physician so that it becomes a
part of your medical record.

• Consider different end of life treatments and focus
on the quality of life. Weigh the benefits and
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on the quality of life. Weigh the benefits and
burdens of certain treatments.

Review current AMD and consider executing a new
one when:
 Your designated agent becomes ill or dies;

 You are diagnosed with a disorder or disease;

 You have chosen your spouse as your agent whom
you subsequently divorce; or

 You experience a decline in your condition.



DO NOT RESUSCITATE ORDERSDO NOT RESUSCITATE ORDERS

 A do not resuscitate order ≠ an advance medical directive!!!

 DNRs can be honored in a pre-hospital setting (unlike an advance
directive), in a hospital, nursing home, or other licensed institution.

 Advance directives cannot be honored by EMS because they do not
contain information required by law and are not required to be signed by
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contain information required by law and are not required to be signed by
the patient’s physician.

 Virginia EMS providers can honor 3 types of do not resuscitate orders:

 The Virginia Durable Do Not Resuscitate Order

 “Other” DNR order

 DNR jewelry



Q&AQ&A
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TO ASK A QUESTION, SIMPLY CLICK ON THE
“QUESTIONS” TAB OF THE WEBINAR’S DASHBOARD“QUESTIONS” TAB OF THE WEBINAR’S DASHBOARD

AND ENTER IT THERE.

After the session, you may also address questions to
Mr. Bullock by emailing rbullock@edlc.com

Our next webinar is scheduled for the 8th of April, and
focuses on MEDICARE


